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Single-crystalline ZnO films have been grown on a-plane sapphire in plasma assisted molecular beam

epitaxy by introducing a high-temperature ZnO buffer layer. The residual electron concentration of the

4

grown in this route, which reveals that the films have very smooth surface. X-ray phi-scan spectrum of

the films shows six peaks with 601 intervals, and two-dimensional X-ray diffraction datum indicates the

single-crystalline nature of the films. Low temperature photoluminescence spectrum of the films shows

a dominant free exciton emission and five phonon replicas, confirming the high quality of the films.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Zinc oxide (ZnO) has recently been a potential candidate for
the applications in short-wavelength optoelectronic devices such
as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs) for its large
band gap of 3.37 eV and large exciton binding energy of 60 meV
[1–3]. However, the aforementioned applications are drastically
hindered by the difficulties in realizing reliable and reproducible
p-type ZnO [4]. It is accepted that the difficulties are mainly
caused by the strong compensation arising from the high residual
electron concentration [5–11]. Therefore, obtaining high quality
ZnO films with relatively low residual electron concentration is a
fundamental step towards efficient p-type doping and future
applications in optoelectronic devices of ZnO. The lowest residual
electron concentration ever reported in ZnO films is 1�1016

cm�3, which was realized in ZnO films grown on lattice-matched
ScAlMgO4 (SCAM) substrates [12]. Nevertheless, the SCAM
substrate is rare and costly, and is still not commercially available.
Therefore obtaining high quality ZnO films with relatively low
residual electron concentration on common substrate, such as
sapphire, is of great importance and significance. Although quite a
few reports have demonstrated the realization of high quality ZnO
films on sapphire [13–17], a systematic route to high quality ZnO
films with low electron concentration is still lacking and eagerly
wanted.
ll rights reserved.
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han).
In this paper, a route to high quality ZnO films with low
electron concentration has been proposed and confirmed. The
residual electron concentration in the films grown on a common
sapphire substrate can be lowered to about 1.5�1016 cm�3 in
this method, comparable with the best value reported by
Tsukazaki et al. [12] on SCAM substrate.
2. Experiment

The ZnO thin films studied in this paper were grown by VG-
V80H plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE); a-plane
sapphire has been employed as substrate for the growth. It has
been demonstrated that a-plane sapphire is helpful in reducing
the residual electron concentration of the ZnO films in our
previous paper. The sapphire substrate was cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath in acetone for 10 min and ethanol for 5 min,
followed by de-ionized water rinsing for 5 min. Then the
substrate was etched in a mixed solution of H2SO4:H3PO4¼3:1
at 160 1C for 15 min. Finally the substrate was washed with de-
ionized water and blown dried using nitrogen gas. After chemical
cleaning and etching, the substrate was heated at about 600 1C for
30 min in a preparation chamber to remove possible adsorbed
surface contamination. Then it was sent into the growth chamber.
6 N-purity zinc held in a Knudsen effusion cell and 5 N-purity O2

activated in an Oxford Applied Research Model HD25 radio-
frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma source were employed as pre-
cursors for the growth of ZnO films. Before growth, the substrate
was treated by oxygen plasma at 800 1C for 15 min to provide an
oxygen-terminated surface [13]. During the growth process, the
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pressure in the growth chamber was fixed at 1�10�5 mbar. The
growth was initiated by depositing a thin ZnO layer at 850 1C for
20 min, then the substrate temperature was fixed at 800 1C for
another 3 h, and ZnO films were also grown on a-plane sapphire
under the same conditions except that no such high temperature
layers were introduced for comparison.

The growth process was monitored by in-situ reflection high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Electrical properties of the
films were measured in a Hall measurement system (Lakeshore
7707) under Van der Pauw configuration. Crystal structure of the
films was studied with Bruker D8 GADDS X-ray diffraction using
CuKa (l¼1.54 Å) as the excitation source. Surface morphology of
the films was characterized in a field-emission scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi S-4800). Photoluminescence (PL) measure-
ments of the films were carried out by employing the 325 nm line
of a He–Cd laser as the excitation source.
Fig. 1. SEM images of the ZnO films without (a) and with (b) the high temperature

buffer layer grown on sapphire substrates and (c) the SEM image of the high

temperature ZnO buffer layer.

Table 1
Hall data of the ZnO films grown on sapphire substrate with and without the high

temperature buffer layer.

Sample Hall mobility
(cm2/V s)

Carrier concentration
(cm�3)

Without buffer 22 2.0�1018

With buffer 28 1.5�1016
3. Results and discussion

The surface morphologies of the ZnO films with and without
the high temperature layer are displayed in the SEM images as
shown in Fig. 1. The ZnO film grown on sapphire without the high
temperature layer exhibits a uniform texture surface with some
crystallites on it (Fig. 1(a)), while the ZnO film with the high
temperature layer shows a much smoother surface (Fig. 1(b)). To
investigate the effect of the high temperature buffer layer, the
SEM image of the buffer layer is shown in Fig. 1(c). The surface
morphology of this layer exhibits a pattern close to the one shown
in Fig. 1(b), from which one can deduce that the high temperature
buffer layer may play a template role for the subsequent growth
of the ZnO films.

The electrical properties of the films are listed in Table 1. Hall
mobility of the ZnO film with the high temperature buffer layer is
similar to that of the film without the buffer layer, but the residual
carrier concentration is as low as 1.5�1016 cm�3, which is
about one order of magnitude lower than that of the latter
(2�1018 cm�3). It is noteworthy that the value is comparable to
the lowest residual electron concentration ever reported in ZnO
films grown on SCAM, which is 1�1016 cm�3 [12]. Also we note
that the decreased residual electron in the ZnO films with high
temperature buffer layer is not occasional; tens of growths have
been carried out and the same trend has been obtained. It is
thought that the introduced buffer layer will serve as a high
quality template that avoids the strain caused by the lattice and
thermal mismatch between ZnO films and sapphire; as a result,
electron concentration of the ZnO films is reduced.

In order to eliminate the effect of the lattice and thermal
mismatch between the ZnO layer and sapphire substrate further,
a 500 nm ZnO film deposited on sapphire substrate was employed
as the starting points of growth. In this case, the ZnO/sapphire
acts as a homoepitaxial substrate. The SEM image and RHEED
pattern of the ZnO film grown on the ZnO/sapphire template are
shown in Fig. 2. The SEM image shows a mirror-like surface
without any crystallites. The RHEED pattern also shows bright
streaks; a 3�3 reconstruction can also be observed, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), which reveals that the film we obtained has a smooth
surface.

Fig. 3 shows the structural characterizations of the ZnO film
with the high temperature buffer layer grown on ZnO/sapphire
substrates. In XRD y–2y pattern, as shown in Fig. 3(a), besides the
diffraction from the sapphire substrate, only one peak can be
observed and the peak can be indexed to the diffraction from
(0 0 0 2) facet of wurtzite ZnO. The strong (0 0 0 2) diffraction
peak indicates that the ZnO film is crystallized in wurtzite
structure with a c-axis preferred orientation. XRD phi-scan



Fig. 2. SEM images (a) and RHEED pattern (b) of ZnO films with the high

temperature layer grown on ZnO/Al2O3 substrates.

Fig. 3. y–2y XRD spectrum (a), XRD phi-scan pattern (b) and 2D-XRD image (c) of

the ZnO films with high temperature buffer layer grown on ZnO/Al2O3 substrates.
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analysis is very effective in identifying the in-plane orientation.
Six well-defined peaks with 60o interval in the pattern are clearly
seen, which indicates the film has a 6-fold symmetry, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). Two-dimensional XRD (2D-XRD) is also used to explore
the in-plane atom arrangement of the sample. An ideal 2D-XRD
image for a single crystalline film is a focused point. One full
diffraction ring in the 2D-XRD symbolizes the random
arrangement of the in-plane atoms in the film. As can be seen
in Fig. 3(c), the image of the film gives two focused points (one is
for sapphire, the other is for ZnO film), which reveals the uniform
in-plane atom arrangement and structure textural isotropy of the
film.

Low temperature photoluminescence spectrum was also
employed to investigate the optical quality of the films. Fig. 4
shows the PL spectra of the ZnO films measured at 70 K. A
dominant peak can be observed at 3.377 eV, which can be
attributed to the free exciton of ZnO [18,19]. At the lower
energy side, the peak at 3.365 eV can be ascribed to the exciton
bounded to neutral donors [20]. Five peaks at 3.314, 3.242, 3.170,
3.098 and 3.027 eV can also be observed in the spectrum, which
can be attributed to the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon replicas
of free excitons [21]. This is the first report of five phonon replicas
of the free exciton in ZnO films to our knowledge. The dominant
free exciton emission and appearance of up to five phonon
replicas of the free exciton emission confirm the relatively high
quality of the ZnO films.



Fig. 4. 70 K PL spectrum of the ZnO films with high temperature buffer layer

grown on ZnO/Al2O3 substrates.
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4. Conclusion

In summary, high quality ZnO films with a low carrier
concentration have been obtained by introducing a thin high-
temperature ZnO buffer layer. The buffer layer facilitates the
initial nucleation and promotes the subsequent growth of ZnO
film, thus resulting in a smooth surface morphology, especially on
the ZnO/sapphire substrates. The value of the residual carrier
concentration is 1.5�1016 cm�3, which is comparable to the best
value ever reported in ZnO films grown on a rare and costly
substrate of SCAM. The results reported in this paper may provide
a promising route to high quality ZnO films on common sapphire
substrates with low residual electron concentration and thus lay a
solid ground for the future p-type doping and applications of ZnO
in optoelectronic devices.
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